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Nightingales increased
from 30 to 47 singing
males at RSPB Blean
Woods between 2019
and 2020.
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Summary

Summary
This report summarises the 2020 season on
RSPB nature reserves, as well as the effects of
COVID-19 restrictions on reserve management,
surveys and monitoring.
There were many highlights from the
breeding season in 2020, despite the
challenges of COVID-19 and the limited
monitoring of breeding birds on reserves
that was possible. Particular highlights
relate to spoonbills, cranes,
stone-curlews, red-necked phalaropes
and roseate terns.
Natterjack toads breed on
RSPB nature reserves.

There is a great diversity of wildlife
found on RSPB reserves, as evidenced
by the increasing number of species

recorded. These include many rare and
scarce species, such as the critically
endangered bearded stonewort
Chara canescens recorded at RSPB
Saltholme in 2020.
These successes, as well as many
more from across the network of nature
reserves, reflect the hard work by RSPB
employees and volunteers, which is
made possible thanks to partners and
supporters.

Spoonbills fledged
seven young on RSPB
Havergate Island in
2020, the first time
they have successfully
nested in Suffolk for
more than 300 years.
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Vision for RSPB
nature reserves
The RSPB’s vision is to secure a wildlife-rich
future through managing and expanding a
network of nature reserves.
RSPB nature reserves contribute
significantly to landscape-scale nature
conservation.
The RSPB creates, enhances and
protects habitats for the species that
depend on them. It aims to continue
to work towards doubling the area of
nature reserves, to give more nature
a home.

Wildlife on RSPB nature reserves in 2020

Through managing nature reserves,
the RSPB aims to provide visitors with
inspiring places to develop and deepen
their connections with nature.
See: rspb.org.uk/reserves-and-events/
reserves-a-z/ to find out more about
RSPB nature reserves.
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In 2020, bearded stonewort
was recorded at Saltholme.

1, Introduction

The rare Loch Leven
spearwort was recorded
at RSPB Loch Leven for
the first time since 2010.

1. Introduction

The RSPB works throughout the UK managing
224 nature reserves, which cover an area of
160,358 hectares. That’s an area four times the
nature reserves size of the Isle of Wight!

224

160,358
hectares

18,500
+ species

The reserves feature a wide variety of
the UK’s habitats, from windswept
blanket bogs in the north of Scotland to
purple-clad heathlands in the far south
of England.
RSPB ecologists collate and review
information from the nature reserves
every year to inform the
conservation work undertaken.
This information is gathered
by staff and volunteers with
the collaboration of partner
organisations and supporters.
This report summarises the
results of the 2020 bird breeding
season on RSPB nature reserves
and other selected wildlife highlights.
It is important to note that only limited
monitoring took place on reserves
in 2020 due to COVID-19
restrictions. The impact
of these restrictions

on wildlife on RSPB nature reserves is
outlined on pages 12–13.
From early May 2020 onwards, the
easing of restrictions enabled the
monitoring of some rare species
where it was required to inform habitat
management, species protection, or the
risk of disturbance from visitors once
reserves started to re-open. For this
reason, this report is biased towards
records of rarer bird species, and those
where the main survey period is later in
the spring e.g. corncrakes and
red-necked phalaropes.
Although RSPB nature reserves only
cover about 0.6% of the UK’s land
surface, they support more than 10% of
the UK’s breeding population of the 35
bird species shown in Figure 1. For some
of these species, such as the red-necked
phalarope and roseate tern, RSPB nature
reserves support a high proportion of the
entire UK breeding population.
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On Ramsey Island 13 pairs of
Manx shearwaters bred in
nestboxes, fledging nine young.

Figure 1: Regularly breeding bird species in the
UK for which RSPB nature reserves support
more than 10% of the UK breeding population.
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1, Introduction

Lichens, such as this golden
hair lichen comprise 6% of
the species recorded on RSPB
nature reserves.

In 2020, the number of different species
recorded on RSPB nature reserves
exceeded 18,500. Gathering statistics for
this number of species has partly been
achieved through improvements in data
flow and continued recording of wildlife
across RSPB nature reserves.
This large number of species highlights
the importance of RSPB nature

reserves for a wide range of wildlife,
and as Figure 2 shows, it is made up
of a diverse number of wildlife groups
including flies, spiders, beetles, bees,
butterflies, moths, plants, lichens and
fungi as well as birds and mammals.
There are many rare or scarce species
included and it is important to consider
the requirements of these species when
managing nature reserves.

Figure 2: The proportion of species in each wildlife group that have been recorded on RSPB nature reserves.
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2. Impacts of COVID-19 on RSPB nature reserves

2. Impacts of
COVID-19 on RSPB
nature reserves
Only limited monitoring took place on reserves
during 2020 due to COVID-19 restrictions.
Easing of restrictions from early May 2020
onwards allowed monitoring of some
rare species, where this information was
required to inform habitat management,
species protection, or to assess the risk
of disturbance from visitors once reserves
started to re-open. As already mentioned,
this means the report is biased towards
records of rarer species, and those whose
main survey period is later in the spring.

Many RSPB nature reserves
throughout the UK were
closed for a large part of 2020.

It was possible to survey
red-necked phalaropes as their
survey period is later in spring.

Reserve management in spring 2020
was also impacted by COVID-19
restrictions. In some cases key
management tasks to benefit breeding
birds could not be carried out as RSPB
policy at the time was only to carry out
tasks required for health and safety and
legal compliance.
As restrictions eased, some tasks could
still not be carried out at some sites.
This was because of a lack of capacity,

because some tasks were impossible
to carry out while maintaining social
distancing, and the need for reserve
teams to make sites COVID-safe.
Sadly, some reserves also had to divert
their resources to deal with some
negative impacts of lockdown and
undesirable activities by members of
the public. These included disturbance
and anti-social behaviour such as hunting
with dogs, quad biking, trail biking and
fishing in sensitive areas of reserves.
There were also incidences of suspected
egg-collecting, racing of motorbikes
and dune buggies and an increase
in fly-tipping, littering and vandalism.
Some reserves also experienced large
wildfires, some of which may have
been caused by increased recreational
activities and some a result of very dry
vegetation from dry weather conditions
in spring.
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Key reserve management activities that
were negatively impacted by COVID-19
restrictions during spring 2020 included:
 Water level management for
breeding waders and other wildlife.
It was not possible to maintain high
enough water levels at some wet
grassland sites where pumping is
relied on. The need to pump water
was greater than usual due to the
exceptionally dry spring. The lack
of input of water resulted in low
water levels, high salinities, and algal
blooms.
 Deploying tern-nesting rafts.
Tern-nesting rafts could not be
deployed at some sites as it was
impossible to do so while
maintaining social distancing.
 Black-tailed godwits. The planned
head-starting - taking eggs and raising
chicks for release - of black-tailed
godwits at RSPB Ouse Washes and
RSPB Nene Washes, didn’t take place
as part of Project Godwit.
projectgodwit.org.uk/
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 Protection of vulnerable groundnesting birds against generalist
predators. There was much reduced
monitoring of nest survival/breeding
productivity of most key species,
identification of the causes of
predation, or of any incursions inside
predator-exclusion fences.
This meant it was not possible to
identify and take any necessary
remedial action. In addition,
temporary predator-exclusion fencing
was also not put in place at some
sites. Monitoring of the effectiveness
of seabird island biosecurity was also
not undertaken at some sites.
 Turtle dove feeding areas.
Management of turtle dove foraging
plots and supplementary feeding did
not always take place unless it was
required as part of agri-environment
scheme agreements.
The only possible benefit of the
restrictions were some examples of birds
nesting close to closed visitor paths and
hides in areas where they do not normally
nest. The main beneficiaries of this
appear to have been marsh harriers.

Marsh harriers nested close to
visitor trails on some reserves.

3. Highlights

3. Highlights
Success for spoonbills

The undoubted highlight of 2020
was the successful breeding of
spoonbills at RSPB Havergate
Island. Three pairs nested and
seven young successfully
fledged.
At RSPB Fairburn Ings,
where spoonbills first bred
in 2017, there were six or
seven nesting attempts,
which are thought to have
fledged a total of five young.
This is an increase on the two
nesting pairs at Fairburn in 2019.

Nesting spoonbills on
RSPB Havergate Island
(photo by Aaron Howe)

This is the first
successful
nesting by
spoonbills in
Suffolk for
at least 300
years!

First breeding cattle egrets at
Pagham Harbour
Cattle egrets bred for the first time
at Pagham Harbour, with five pairs
fledging five young. Adult cattle
egrets were also seen flying to and
from the heronry at RSPB Northward
Hill, where they bred for the first
time in 2019 (when there were two
pairs). An adult and juvenile were
seen nearby at RSPB Cliffe Pools in
August.
Cranes at the coast

Three pairs of great white egrets nested
at RSPB Burton Mere Wetlands, in the
Dee Estuary. The three pairs fledged
an impressive 11 young. At least three
great white egrets in breeding plumage
displayed and carried sticks in a heronry
on another RSPB nature reserve where
they have not previously bred too.

Over a third of the UK breeding
population of cranes, made up of a
roughly 50:50 split between released
birds and those of wild origin, are found
on RSPB nature reserves. In 2020 23
pairs nested on nine RSPB reserves.
This included a pair of cranes that nested
at an RSPB nature reserve on the Suffolk
coast. This is the first time cranes have
ever been recorded nesting in coastal
Suffolk. Two pairs of cranes nested at
RSPB Otmoor in 2020 and a pair held
territory at RSPB Loch of Strathbeg.

New species for Brading Marsh

Black-necked grebes

Great white egrets grace the
wetlands

RSPB Brading Marshes recorded its first
singing Savi’s warbler and first singing
spotted crake.

Two pairs of black-necked grebes bred
at both RSPB Frampton Marsh and
RSPB Bowers Marsh. Single pairs bred
at both sites for the first time in 2019.

Corncrakes

Seven singing corncrakes were
recorded at RSPB Ouse Washes in
2020. Corncrakes have now been
recorded there every year since 2014.
Initially, singing males captured at RSPB
Ouse Washes were captive-bred birds
released (up until 2016) as juveniles at
RSPB Nene Washes. However, most
males recorded at RSPB Ouse Washes
in both 2019 and 2020 were wild
bred, suggesting they are successfully
breeding there.

Twenty-three pairs of cranes nested on nine
RSPB reserves in 2020.
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Black-tailed godwits

The continued success of black-tailed
godwits at the Ouse Washes through the
EU LIFE-funded Project Godwit resulted
in seven pairs nesting on the Pilot Project
fields there in 2020. There were four nests
on the Pilot Project in 2019, and two in
2018. Prior to this, godwits had not bred at
the Ouse Washes since 2012. There was
also a colour-ringed male displaying on
the newly-created wet grassland nearby
at Coveney, which forms part of the Ouse
Washes Habitat Creation Project. At the
Pilot Project, at least 11 chicks were seen,
and three young fledged.

Red-necked phalaropes

Red-necked phalaropes increased from
15 to 30 males at Fetlar following work
carried out on the pools there during
winter 2019/20.

Stone-curlews

It was a record-breaking year for
breeding stone-curlews on RSPB nature
reserves, with the highest number ever
recorded – 29 pairs compared to 23 on
the same sites in 2019 (both figures
exclude RSPB Normanton Downs as
there was no survey in 2020). This was

Wildlife on RSPB nature reserves in 2020
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mainly due to an increase from nine
to 13 pairs at RSPB Minsmere. RSPB
Winterbourne Downs had excellent
breeding productivity, with its seven
pairs fledging between 15 and 17 young.
Roseate terns: Numbers of roseate
terns on Coquet Island increased for a
fifth year in a row, reaching 130 pairs,
their highest number since the 1970s.
There were 104 pairs on Coquet in 2016,
prior to this period of sustained increase.
Little terns at Dee Estuary: A big
success was an increase in breeding
little terns at the Point of Ayr on the Dee
Estuary. Numbers increased from three
pairs in 2019 to 21 in 2020, the largest
number recorded there. These fledged
28 young.
Dartford warblers expanding:
A pre-lockdown survey recorded six pairs
of Dartford warblers at Mount Pleasant
in Minsmere. The soil has been acidified
here and in 2006 heather brash was
spread as part of the restoration work for
wildlife. Dartford warblers first bred on
this re-created heathland in 2019, when
there were two pairs.

Cattle egrets bred for
the first time at Pagham
Harbour in 2020.

RSPB nature
reserves now
support about
9% of the UK’s
estimated
340 pairs
of breeding
stone-curlews.

3. Highlights

Heath fritillary butterflies: A report
produced by Butterfly Conservation in
2020 states that the RSPB Blean Woods
nature reserve is easily the best site for
the species in the UK2. It also has the
best survey coverage of any site in the
Kent complex2.
Critically-endangered stonewort: A
critically endangered stonewort, bearded
stonewort Chara canescens, was
recorded at new ponds at Saltholme in
2020. It was only previously known from
several ponds near Peterborough and
there is one small colony in the Western
Isles.
Fen raft spiders: Natural England started
a translocation programme back in 2007
and spiders were released to two sites on
the lower Waveney in Norfolk.

Fen raft spiders have dispersed to Strumpshaw Fen.
Field crickets are breeding successfully at Pulborough Brooks and Farnham Heath.

RSPB Cantley Marshes offered suitable
conditions for a third reintroduction site
in the Broads. Spiders were released
onto ditches at RSPB Cantley Marshes in
2012 and 2013. Conditions suited them
well and they bred in their first year and
in 2020 they have dispersed to RSPB
Strumphsaw Fen.
Loch Leven spearwort: A special plant
to RSPB Loch Leven, the Loch Leven
spearwort Ranunculus x levenensis was
found by a member of the reserve team
during 2020. This is the first confirmed
record from the reserve since 2010.
Field crickets: A Back from the Brink
project has seen a programme of field
cricket nymph releases onto restored
heathland at Pulborough Brooks and a
new area of Farnham Heath.
Due to COVID-19 restrictions there
were no releases possible during 2020,
but calling males were heard at both
new sites proving they bred in 2019!

RSPB Blean Woods is the best site for the
heath fritillary butterfly in the UK.
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4. Disappointments

Two hen harrier nests
with eggs sadly failed at
Geltsdale after the male
bird disappeared.
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4. Disappointments
Hen harriers

We were initially optimistic about the
prospects for the hen harriers at RSPB
Geltsdale when at least six birds were
present in March 2020. Subsequently
there were two nests with clutches of
five and seven eggs, both of which were
provisioned by the same male. However,
this male disappeared in May and both
nests failed. A second adult male which
had been present also disappeared
around the same time, which points to
illegal persecution.

Black-tailed godwits

While black-tailed godwits fared well at
the Ouse Washes, they had another poor
breeding season at the Nene Washes,
despite the valiant efforts of the reserve
team and members of Project Godwit.
There were 32 pairs in 2020 (compared
to 33 in 2019), but these are thought to
have fledged just three young.

Black-tailed godwits had a poor breeding season at the Nene Washes.

Black-winged stilts

Despite black-winged stilts arriving in
spring at RSPB sites where they had
bred before, no pairs nested for the
second year running, after having nested
on RSPB reserves in every year between
2014 and 2018.

Little terns

The total number of breeding pairs of little
tern on RSPB nature reserves declined
from 144 in 2019 to 120 in 2020, the
lowest number on reserves since 2015.
The largest decline was at Langstone
Harbour, from 49 pairs in 2019 to 22 in
2020. Other than at Point of Ayr (see
highlights) productivity was generally low,
with just 22 young fledged from the other
90 pairs monitored.

Corn buntings

No breeding corn buntings were
recorded at North Uist and numbers at
Balranald were the lowest ever recorded
(seven singing males, compared to 11
in 2019). These declines are set against
the backdrop of an ongoing decline in
their breeding population and range
elsewhere in the Outer Hebrides.
Wildlife on RSPB nature reserves in 2020
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Fewer little terns successfully fledged in 2020 (above)
No corn buntings were recorded at North Uist (below).

5. Wetlands

5. Wetlands
The RSPB manages many internationally important
wetland habitats and plays a key role in the creation
of new wetland habitats, including reedbeds. Habitat
creation has been an integral part of successfully
increasing the numbers of bitterns breeding on our
nature reserves.
How are birds faring on
RSPB wetland nature
reserves?
Two pairs of black-necked grebes bred
at Frampton Marsh and Bowers Marsh,
both sites where single pairs bred for
the first time in 2019. At Frampton, these
fledged two young, but no fledged birds
were seen at Bowers Marsh.

We do not know how many
bitterns bred on RSPB
reserves in 2020, because the
period of lockdown coincided
with their main survey period.

There were also 10 pairs of black-necked
grebes at St Aidan’s, one of the main
breeding sites in the UK. These 10 pairs
fledged nine young in 2020. Numbers at
St Aidan’s have fluctuated between six
and ten pairs since 2014.

Spoonbills successfully bred at RSPB
Havergate Island. Three pairs nested,
with two pairs fledging three and
one young. The eggs of the third pair
probably didn’t hatch. This success
follows the six unsuccessful nesting
attempts in 2019 when eggs and young
were predated. A considerable amount
of thought, effort, energy and innovation
by the reserve team went into providing
suitable habitat for breeding spoonbills
at Havergate including an underwater
predator-exclusion fence being
constructed by the team over the winter.
This is the first successful nesting of
spoonbills in Suffolk for at least 300
years! The spoonbills nesting progress
was monitored using a drone flown from
the mainland.
Meanwhile, at RSPB Fairburn Ings,
where spoonbills first bred in 2017, there
were probably six, and possibly as many
as seven, nesting attempts, which are
thought to have fledged a total of five
young. There may have been three
pairs nesting during the early period
of lockdown. These weren’t formally
monitored, but probably fledged two
young, possibly from just one successful
nest, with the other two nests likely to
have failed. There were then three active
nests in July, with one pair incubating, a
second nest containing at least one young,
and the third nest containing at least
two young. These three nests eventually
fledged three young between them.
Three pairs of great white egrets nested
at Burton Mere Wetlands (Dee Estuary),
where a pair first bred in 2019. These
three pairs fledged an impressive 11
young. There were also five nesting pairs
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at Ham Wall, which fledged nine young.
This was an increase from three pairs in
2019, but still lower than the maximum
of nine in 2017.
Ham Wall forms part of a large complex of
wetlands known as Avalon Marshes, and
breeding great white egrets move freely
between different areas of these marshes.
In the Avalon Marshes as a whole, 36
young fledged from 15 nests, up from
31 fledged from 14 nests in 2019. At
least three great white egrets in breeding
plumage displayed and carried sticks in a
heronry at another RSPB nature reserve
where they have not previously nested.
Little bitterns were not formally surveyed
at Ham Wall, which together with the rest
of the Avalon Marshes, is their only UK
breeding site. Two barking males were
recorded though, the same as in 2019.
Cattle egrets bred for the first time at
Pagham Harbour, with five pairs fledging

Wildlife on RSPB nature reserves in 2020
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five young. Adults were also seen flying
to and from the heronry at Northward
Hill, where they bred for the first time
in 2019 (when there were two pairs).
An adult and juvenile were seen nearby
at RSPB Cliffe Pools in August. Cattle
egrets did not nest in 2020 at Burton
Mere Wetlands where single pairs
nested in 2017 and 2019.

Incomplete picture for bitterns

The picture for breeding bitterns is
incomplete as their main survey period
coincided with lockdown. Brading
Marshes recorded two boomers for the
first time, its first boomer having been
recorded in 2018, with one again in
2019. At Valley Wetlands, three booming
bitterns were present for more than two
weeks in March prior to lockdown, and
local birders think that a fourth male
might have been present. The site had
its first boomer in 2015 and has not
previously supported more than two.

Eleven great white egrets
fledged from three pairs
of birds at Burton Mere
Wetlands.

5. Wetlands

Over a third of the UK’s
breeding cranes are found
on RSPB nature reserves.

There was a
peak count
of 78 cranes
at the Nene
Washes –
the highest
modern-day
count of cranes
in Britain
(other than a
flock of about
100 birds on
migration
in Sussex in
October 1963).

Cranes and crakes

Over a third of the UK breeding
population of cranes, made up of a
roughly 50:50 split between released
birds and those of wild origin, are found
on RSPB nature reserves. In 2020, 23
pairs nested on nine RSPB reserves.
In Suffolk, a pair of cranes nested on
an RSPB nature reserve on the Suffolk
coast. This is the first time cranes have
ever been recorded nesting in coastal
Suffolk. First nesting attempts by
cranes are rarely successful and this
pair most likely failed when they had
young chicks. A pair of cranes also held
territory for the first time at Loch of
Strathbeg.
For the first time, there were two
pairs of breeding cranes at Otmoor.
There was one pair that have nested
each year since 2015, plus a new
pair, all of which are birds released in
Somerset by the Great Crane Project
thegreatcraneproject.org.uk Both
pairs were seen to have a single
chick, but these both unfortunately
disappeared.
The future for cranes in the UK currently
looks positive and their population
is predicted to continue to expand.
By October 2020, there were large
numbers of cranes roosting at the Nene
Washes, mainly feeding on harvested
maize fields on surrounding farmland.

Spotted crakes

Spotted crakes were not fully surveyed
across reserves due to COVID-19
restrictions. One was heard on two
occasions in the reedbed at Otmoor and
one was heard singing for two weeks
at Brading Marshes (the first recorded
there). Another was heard once at
Pulborough Brooks. Single birds were
heard at both the Nene Washes and
West Sedgemoor, both of which are
regular sites for singing spotted crakes.
An adult and two juveniles were regularly
seen in August at Burton Mere Wetlands,
suggesting that they bred there.

Baillon’s crakes

A calling female Baillon’s crake was
heard on several occasions at West
Sedgemoor. This follows a female
heard nearby at RSPB Greylake in 2019,
following a large influx of them into
northwest Europe that year.

Little crakes

Even more surprising, a female little
crake was heard calling at the Nene
Washes over 12 days in May. Little
crakes have never been proven to breed
in Britain, but there are records of them
being shot in Norfolk in the nineteenth
century. Since then they’ve only been
very rare visitors. This is the third record
of a little crake in the UK in the last
three years - the others being a female
at Ouse Fen in 2018, and a male in the
Broads in 2020.
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Corncrakes

Seven singing corncrakes were recorded
at the Ouse Washes – five of them in
July. Three of these were wild-bred,
2019-hatched birds, the others being: a
wild-bred, 2018-hatched bird, first ringed
in 2019 nine km away near Welches
Dam; a captive-bred male released
in 2019 by Pensthorpe Conservation
Trust about 60 km away. Corncrakes
have now been recorded at the Ouse
Washes every year since 2014. Initially,
singing males were captive-bred birds
released from the Nene Washes, but
the re-introduction programme stopped
in 2016. Given that most corncrakes at
RSPB Ouse Washes in both 2019 and
2020 were wild-bred birds, this suggests
they are successfully breeding there.
No singing corncrakes were recorded
at the Nene Washes for the first time
since the start of the reintroduction
programme. The lack of singing males at
the Nene Washes in 2020 was despite
there being one singing male in 2019 and
two broods of chicks recorded there in
August 2019.
The breeding population of corncrakes
also continues to decline in their core
UK breeding area of northwest Scotland
(see Farmland & Machair section).

Avocets advance

At RSPB Loch of Strathbeg, a pair of
avocets nested for the first time but
failed at the egg stage. This is only
the second time avocets have been
recorded nesting in Scotland. The first of
these was a successful nesting attempt
at RSPB Skinflats, near Falkirk, in 2018,
when a pair fledged three young.
As avocets continue to expand
northwards, another key success was 46
pairs at RSPB Marshside in Lancashire
fledging an impressive 67 young. This
included 40 fledged from 28 pairs nesting
on Crossens Inner Marsh, during the first
breeding season following installation of a
new predator-exclusion fence.

Avocets are continuing to expand their breeding
range northwards.
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Corncrakes are thought to have started breeding successfully at the Ouse Washes

5. Wetlands

Black-tailed godwits

Seven pairs of black-tailed godwits
nested on the Pilot Project fields at the
Ouse Washes, following head starting
of birds (raising chicks from eggs to
release) through the EU LIFE-funded
Project Godwit projectgodwit.org.uk
in previous years. There were four nests
on the Pilot Project fields in 2019, and
two in 2018. Prior to this, none had bred
at RSPB Ouse Washes since 2012. There
was also a single colour-ringed male
displaying on the newly-created wet
grassland nearby at Coveney. In the Pilot
Project area, at least 11 chicks were seen,
and three young fledged.

Black-tailed godwits increased
from four to seven breeding
pairs at at the Ouse Washes.

Lapwings increased from 12
to 36 breeding pairs on wet
grassland at Coveney, which
forms part of the Ouse Washes
Habitat Creation Project.

Unfortunately, many Project Godwit
activities could not take place as planned
due to COVID-19 restrictions. This
included the head-starting and release
of godwit chicks. Due to restrictions on
movement during the lockdown, the
team was also unable to conduct much
monitoring of godwits in 2020. This
means we don’t know how many twoyear-old birds may have returned from
their first migration and joined the Fens
breeding population in 2020.
Meanwhile, black-tailed godwits again
fared poorly at RSPB Nene Washes, with
32 pairs thought to have fledged just
three young. Numbers of male godwits
and pairs fell dramatically at the end of
April, with many birds abandoning their
main breeding area on the Low Wash.

It is unclear why. Following prolonged
winter flooding, mammalian predation
should have been low, and fewer than
average numbers of foxes, badgers and
stoats were seen. Nine godwit nests
were found in early May and four of
these are known to have been predated.
Overall hatching success was probably
low and few pairs were seen with chicks.

Wetland waders

We only have a very incomplete picture
of what happened to lowland wet
grassland breeding lapwings, redshanks,
snipe and curlews on reserves in
2020. At the Ouse Washes numbers of
breeding waders on the developing new
wet grassland continued to increase
rapidly and this year supported: 36 pairs
of lapwings, which are thought to have
had high breeding success with many
successful broods of three and four seen
(there were 12 pairs in 2019); 30 pairs of
redshanks also appeared to have high
breeding success (there were four pairs
in 2019); and six drumming snipe (the
same as in 2019).
Up to five male ruffs were present at The
Reef on Oronsay, in May and June, but
no females were seen. The Reef is one
of the few regular sites for lekking ruffs
in the UK, and breeding was confirmed
there in 2016. There were two lekking
males there both in 2018 and 2019.
Despite black-winged stilts duly arriving
in spring at South Essex reserves
and Cliffe Pools, both sites at which
they have recently nested, and which
appeared to be in perfect condition for
breeding stilts, no pairs nested on RSPB
nature reserves in 2020. In fact, despite
a decent arrival of stilts, followed by
good weather for nesting, we are only
aware of two nesting attempts in the
whole of the UK in 2020, one of which
successfully fledged young. This marks
the second year that black-winged stilts
have failed to nest on an RSPB reserve,
following nesting in every year between
2014 and 2018.

Savi’s warbler’s success

It was a good year for Savi’s warblers,
with five males holding territory on RSPB
nature reserves. There were two singing
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males at RSPB Ham Wall, where one
was also present in 2019. There were
also single singing males at:
 RSPB Brading Marshes (the first
recorded there)
 RSPB North Warren (the last
singing male was in 1993)
 RSPB Lakenheath Fen (the only
previous record was in 2017).
A Savi’s warbler was also heard singing
for one day in the reedbed created at
RSPB Otmoor – the first record of this
species in Oxfordshire.

Musical marsh warblers

It was also an amazing year for marsh
warblers on RSPB nature reserves,
following an exceptional influx of them
into the UK. Two singing males were
heard at North Warren, and single males
were heard singing at the RSPB’s nature
reserves at Brading Marshes, Cliffe
Pools, Blacktoft Sands, Ham Wall and
Minsmere. Only three singing marsh
warblers have been recorded on RSPB
nature reserves in the previous five
years.

Bearded tits

efforts to improve migration into natures
reserves, RSPB Langford Lowfields
(a long-term partnership between the
RSPB and Tarmac) installed a bespoke
eel pass during 2020. The first of its
kind, it will help elvers (young eels)
to get around the tilting weir gate by
creating a more constant and slower
water flow. An eel brush also gives
some extra grip.

Natterjacks at Mersehead

Some natterjack toad monitoring was
possible at RSPB Mersehead. Eightythree adult natterjack toads were
counted in one evening. The number of
spawn strings are usually recorded, but
a full count was not possible during
2020. However, approximately 4,500
tadpoles were recorded which proves
successful breeding at the reserve.

The spider that walks on water

The fen raft spider is a large, strikinglymarked spider, which has a span
(including the legs) of up to seven
centimetres! Natural England started a
translocation programme back in 2007
and spiders were released to two sites
on the lower Waveney in Norfolk.

Bearded tit monitoring was limited
due to the restrictions. There were an
estimated 120 pairs at RSPB Blacktoft
Sands, which is around the average
for the site. A large fire at RSPB Tay
Reedbeds occurred towards the end of
April. This destroyed about 120 hectares
of the most productive areas of reedbed
for bearded tits and will have killed
many first broods of chicks.

RSPB Cantley Marshes offered suitable
conditions for a third reintroduction site in
the Broads. Spiders were released onto
ditches at RSPB Cantley Marshes in 2012
and 2013. Conditions suited them well
and they bred in their first year. Despite
the set-back of salt-water flooding during
a tidal surge, the spiders started to
expand. In 2020 they have dispersed to
RSPB Strumphsaw Fen nature reserve.

Other wildlife news

Loch Leven spearwort

A critically endangered stonewort,
bearded stonewort Chara canescens,
was recorded at new ponds at
Saltholme in 2020. It was only
previously known from several ponds
near Peterborough and a small colony in
the Western Isles.

A bit of extra help for eels

Another critically endangered, yet
widespread species that is present
on many RSPB nature reserves is the
European eel. As part of our continued
Wildlife on RSPB nature reserves in 2020
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About 4,500 Natterjack toad
tadpoles were seen at Mersehead.

And finally, a special plant to RSPB Loch
Leven is the Loch Leven spearwort
Ranunculus x levenensis. This plant was
found by a member of the reserve team
during 2020 – the first time it has been
confirmed to be present at the reserve
since 2010.
Bearded tits were badly
affected by a fire at the Tay
Reedbeds nature reserve.

6. Lowland heathland

6. Lowland heathland
Lowland heathlands provide vital open spaces for
wildlife, including for many rare and threatened
species.

Dartford Warblers are now
breeding on heathland created
on ex-arable land at Minsmere.

The RSPB manages a number of
heathland reserves, and has also
restored and re-created areas of
heathland, including at Broadwater
Warren, Farnham Heath and The Lodge.
Characteristic heathland birds, such
as Dartford warblers, woodlarks and
nightjars, breed on RSPB heathland
nature reserves.

How are birds faring
on lowland heathland
nature reserves?
COVID-19 restrictions have meant there
is an incomplete picture of Dartford
warblers on reserves in 2020. Where
full surveys (or only visits prior to
lockdown) were carried out, indications
are that numbers were even higher than
in 2019, undoubtedly reflecting the run
of mild winters.
Dartford warblers require relatively
mature heathland habitat (tall heather
and gorse) for breeding and so are one
of the later beneficiaries of heathland
creation. At Minsmere and Dingle
Marshes, impressive landscapescale expansion of heathland and
acid grassland has been taking place,
particularly since the mid-1990s. It is
therefore gratifying to now see Dartford
warblers colonising areas of recreated
heathland there.
At Mount Pleasant at Minsmere, where
heather brash was first spread on
acidified ex-arable in 2006, two pairs of
Dartford warblers bred for the first time
in 2019, and a pre-lockdown survey in
2020 revealed the presence of six pairs.
Meanwhile, on the nearby Dunwich Forest
plots, where heathland has been restored
following felling of conifer plantation
planted on heathland, a pre-lockdown
survey also revealed the presence of six
pairs, up from three in 2019.
Fuller surveys of Dartford warblers
on heathland at Farnham Heath, also
restored following felling of conifers
planted on heathland, found 13 pairs,
up from eight in 2019. Dartford warblers
first bred on restored areas of heathland
at Farnham Heath in 2006.
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Woodlarks were not surveyed
sufficiently in 2020 to be able to assess
changes in numbers. Nightjars are
surveyed late in the spring and early
summer, so it was possible to survey
these in some places as restrictions
eased. At these sites, numbers were
either the same, or within one churring
male, of those in 2019.

Other wildlife news
At The Lodge, Bedfordshire, it is likely
that some natterjack toad spawn
strings went unrecorded during the first
lockdown of 2020, but 11 spawn strings
were recorded as restrictions eased.
From the spawn about 5,000 tadpoles
emerged, and at least 200 toadlets were
observed around the main breeding
ponds, confirming successful breeding.
A Back from the Brink project has seen
a programme of field cricket nymph
releases onto restored heathland at
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Pulborough Brooks and a new area
of Farnham Heath. Due to COVID-19
restrictions there were no releases
possible during 2020, but calling males
were heard at both new sites proving
they had bred in 2019. Further releases
are planned in 2021 to supplement
these small populations.

Where nightjar surveys could
take place, numbers were
similar to in 2019.

Some species of wildlife can leave tiny
clues of their presence. During autumn
2020 the warden at Broadwater
Warren found constructions or
‘pots’ created by female heath
potter wasps. This confirms
that this solitary wasp is
now breeding at the site.
This is especially rewarding
as this area of heathland
has been restored from
conifer plantation over the
past decade.

Heath Potter wasp pots

7. Upland habitats

7. Upland habitats
The UK’s uplands consist of hills, valleys, moors and
mountains. A significant proportion of our nature
reserve area is upland, including blanket bog, upland
hay meadows and heather moorland.
There are many specialist species
associated with the uplands on our
reserves, including the aptly named
mountain ringlet butterfly at Haweswater
and mountain hares at reserves including
Abernethy Forest, Crannach, Hoy,
and Forsinard Flows. Black grouse,
capercaillie, hen harriers, ring ouzels,
dotterels and snow buntings can all be
found on RSPB upland reserves too.

How are birds faring
on RSPB upland nature
reserves?
Breeding curlews were not
fully monitored on RSPB
reserves in 2020 due to
COVID-19 restrictions, but
their numbers have been fairly
stable on RSPB reserves as a
whole in recent years.

There was only very limited monitoring
of most upland birds in 2020, and the
following reserve priority species were
not monitored at all in 2020: Slavonian
grebe, goldeneye, capercaillie and
wood sandpiper. Only a partial survey of
common scoter was undertaken.

Hen harriers were not monitored on
Orkney due to the COVID-19 restrictions.
At other nature reserves, numbers were
slightly higher than last year. The five
nests at Loch Gruinart and Ardnave
continue to be productive, with all five
nests being successful in 2020 and
fledging an impressive 21 young.
At Geltsdale, prospects for hen harriers
looked good in spring 2020, following
no breeding attempts there during the
last three years. In March, there were
at least six hen harriers present, and by
early May two females were nesting
with clutches of five and seven eggs.
Both were being provisioned by a single
male who disappeared in May and the
two nests failed. A second adult male
also disappeared around the same time.
The reduction in livestock grazing at
RSPB Geltsdale, and the switch from
sheep-only grazing to sheep plus cattle
and ponies, has had many benefits.
One of these is increasing numbers of
field voles, which benefits vole-feeding
raptors.
2020 was a good year for owls and
although they were not formally
surveyed, volunteers looking for hen
harriers recorded at least 28 ‘pairs/
territories’ of short-eared owls. This
included a bird tagged on Arran, which
left there in July, stayed at Geltsdale for
a few days, and within two weeks had
headed back north to the Cairngorms.
Black grouse were only monitored at
Geltsdale where the population had
fallen from 41 to 13 lekking males
between 2018 and 2019. In 2020 there
was an increase to 26 lekking males.
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Red-necked phalaropes were fully
monitored and there were record
numbers this year, following a decline
in 2019. A range of works were carried
out to enhance the habitat at some of
their key breeding mires on Fetlar. The
breeding population responded well, with
apparent numbers of breeding males
increasing from 15 in 2019 to 30 in 2020.

Figure 3: Numbers of breeding red-necked phalaropes on RSPB nature reserves
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A success at Lake Vyrnwy
was its first pair of breeding
merlins for five years. These
fledged four young.
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While we can gain little insight into the
2020 numbers, the last few years have
seen an audit undertaken of the 25 key
RSPB nature reserves for curlews (those
that consistently have five or more
breeding pairs). As well as assessing
habitat suitability and productivity, the
reserves curlew audit involved a formal
assessment of trends on these key sites
since the early 2000s. Numbers are
stable on RSPB nature reserves overall.

Although no standardised surveys of
ring ouzels were carried out on reserves,
nest monitoring at Eastern Moors (RSPB
and National Trust) was conducted by
an external contractor and volunteers
once lockdown rules were eased.
These located seven breeding pairs,
which fledged a total of 22 young, the
highest fledging success for three years.
Signage was used to reduce disturbance
to nesting birds at two locations,
together with access restrictions for
one pair during the chick stage. Three
nests failed. It is unclear clear whether
this might have been due to increased
disturbance from visitors.

Apparently breeding males

Too few nature reserves were monitored
to determine the overall trend for
curlews in 2020. The few sites where
partial counts were carried out show a
mixed year in 2020. Loch Gruinart and
Onziebust appear to have recovered
slightly from low numbers in 2019,
but The Loons, a key site on Orkney,
continues to show a concerning decline.

8. Farmland and machair

8. Farmland
and machair
Farmland currently makes up around 72% of the
UK’s land area and changes in agriculture have
been identified as the most important driver of
biodiversity change over the past 45 years¹.

Corncrakes have shown
an overall decline on RSPB
reserves.
Stone-curlews had a recordbreaking year on RSPB
reserves.

The alarming declines of some farmland
wildlife are well documented, including
the fastest declining bird species in the
UK – the turtle dove. Turtle doves breed
at a number of RSPB nature reserves,
including Minsmere and Titchwell.
Machair is a rare, botanically diverse
coastal grassland and the majority of
this habitat occurs in north and west
Scotland. Traditional low-intensity
management by crofters is intrinsically
linked to the abundant wildlife this
habitat supports and so at RSPB
nature reserves with machair
present, such as Balranald on
North Uist, the RSPB works closely
with crofters to care for this special
habitat. Each summer the machair is
transformed into a spectacular floral
display alive with insects and birds
including great yellow bumblebees and
calling corncrakes.

How are birds faring on
farmland and machair?
Stone-curlews

It was a record-breaking year for breeding
stone-curlews on RSPB nature reserves,
with the highest number ever recorded
(29 pairs), up from 23 pairs on the same
sites in 2019 (both figures excluding
Normanton Downs, which was not
surveyed in 2020). RSPB nature reserves
now support about 9% of the estimated
UK breeding population of 340 pairs.
Winterbourne Downs had excellent
breeding productivity, with its seven pairs
fledging between 15 and 17 young.

Corncrakes

The overall population trend of corncrakes
on RSPB nature reserves has been in
steady decline since a peak in 2007 (for
information on corncrakes in the East
of England see the Wetland section).
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Numbers fell from 121 singing males in
2019 to 109 in 2020. Balranald contributed
most to this decline, with numbers falling
from 34 singing males in 2019 to 24 in
2020. This was in line with a decline in the
wider population on North Uist.

Choughs

Choughs were monitored at all sites
apart from South Stack. At all sites
surveyed in both 2020 and 2019,
numbers were the same in both years
except at Ramsey Island, where there
was one fewer pair.
Ramsey Island had 10 pairs nesting on
the island in 2020. Three nests failed,
but 20 young fledged. There were
feeding flocks of over 50 birds seen
regularly from July to October. The sward
is well managed by the Welsh Mountain
sheep, assisted by the rabbits (the
numbers of which fluctuate year to year).
There were also record roost numbers,
with 73 birds in August, creating a
wonderful spectacle on the island.
At RSPB South Stack, ad-hoc
observations of choughs were collated
and 10 pairs are known to have bred.
The outcomes are known for eight of
the sites, which fledged 18 young.
This included a new pair who took
up residence in a cave that had been
unoccupied for over 10 years, and
successfully fledged three young. South
Stack is part of a ringing programme,
which helps to identify birds throughout
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their lives. Chicks in caves that can be
accessed have rings attached, but only
three of the locations at the reserve
are accessible. In 2020, using a bird
feeding station, a number of young birds
were caught and ringed (they could be
identified through the adults they were
with). It was also an opportunity to
replace leg rings on some of the older
birds, one being 21 years old! This bird
fledged two chicks in 2020, making her
one of the oldest recorded breeding
choughs in Wales.

Corn buntings

No breeding corn buntings were
recorded at Vallay on North Uist, and
numbers at Balranald were the lowest
ever recorded (seven singing males,
compared to 11 in 2019). Low winter
survival is thought to be a key limiting
factor for corn buntings in the Outer
Hebrides, driven by a move away
from traditional cropping techniques
and changes in the timing of farming
operations. Winter feeding
takes place around
the reserves, but is
limited elsewhere.
These declines on reserves
are against a backdrop of a
range contraction from south
to north in the Outer Hebrides,
resulting in there now being no corn
buntings on South Uist and Benbecula,
and only a small number of birds left on
North Uist.

20 choughs fledged
at Ramsey Island.

8. Farmland and machair

Cirl buntings
Cirl buntings were not formally
monitored. However, once restrictions
had eased, the results of walkover
surveys by volunteers at Labrador Bay
(one of the two main RSPB nature
reserves for cirl buntings) suggested
numbers were similar to 2019.
Turtle doves
Eleven turtle doves were recorded on
10 RSPB nature reserves, but as the
main survey period coincided with
strict lockdown rules, there were no
standardised surveys. Supplementary
feeding was also not always possible.
Minsmere continues to be one of the
best RSPB nature reserves for turtle
doves and, whilst no standardised
monitoring took place, purring birds
were recorded at seven locations across
the site during the breeding season.
13 great yellow bumblebees
were recorded in one field
on Brodgar.

five purring birds, compared to three
recorded during full surveys in 2019.
Montagu’s harrier
A single female Montagu’s harrier was
recorded at Blacktoft Sands, where a
single bird or pair has been present in
spring every year since 2015, when a
pair nested and fledged one young.
A pair also held territory there in 2019.

Other wildlife news
Plant monitoring using quadrats was
carried out at Brodgar in 2020. There has
been a clear move to higher abundances
of key flowering plants required by
the great yellow bumblebee, following
applying green hay and several years
of nutrient-stripping at the site. On one
day 13 great yellow bumblebees were
recorded in just one field, plus over 300
moss carder bees.

Lydden Valley had a particularly good
year with ad hoc records revealing
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9. Broadleaved woodland
Much of Britain was once covered by woodland, but
it now accounts for just 12% of the land area¹.
Woodlands can include scrub,
coppice, carr and wood pasture
and can be home to a spectacular
variety of wildlife. People have had
a profound influence on woodlands.
Our ancient woodlands are often
home to special communities of plants
and invertebrates that reflect the
long history of human management
activities, such as coppicing for heath
fritillary butterflies at Blean Woods.

There were 47 singing males in 2020,
compared to 30 in 2019, 32 in 2018, and
47 in 2017. Casual observations during
legal check visits to Highnam Woods
indicated that two males were singing
in scrub next to the car park and trail
entrance. The habitat there has not been
managed recently, so it could indicate a
response to reduced recreational use,
rather than a change in habitat condition.

How is wildlife faring
in woodland nature
reserves?

2020 was one of the best years on
record for heath fritillary butterflies in
Kent. A report by Butterfly Conservation
confirms that Blean Woods is easily the
best site for the species in the UK2. It
also has the best survey coverage of
any site in the Kent complex2. Butterfly
Conservation state that the success
of the nature reserve has undoubtedly
contributed to the success of the
butterfly at nearby woodlands.

Very little monitoring of woodland
birds took place on reserves in 2020.
At Blean Woods, nightingale numbers
showed a welcome recovery
following very low numbers there in
2018 and 2019.
Wildlife on RSPB nature reserves in 2020
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Other wildlife news

10. Coastal and seabirds

Roseate tern and chick:
another record-breaking year
for the species at Coquet
Island (photo by Gavin
Thomas)

10. Coastal
and seabirds
The UK’s coastal habitats are diverse and often
fragile, and include saltmarshes, coastal lagoons,
mudflats, dunes, shingle and beaches, as well as
soft and hard rock cliffs.
There is a diverse range of these
habitats across the RSPB nature reserve
network in the UK, at Larne Lough in
Northern Ireland, at Ramsey Island in
Pembrokeshire, and at Marwick Head
on Orkney.

How are seabirds
faring on RSPB nature
reserves?
There was only very limited seabird
monitoring on reserves in 2020. The
monitoring that did take place focussed
mainly on nesting terns.

Arctic terns may have been
deterred by peregrines at
The Skerries.

Numbers of roseate terns on Coquet
Island increased for a fifth year in a
row, having increased from 104 pairs
in 2016 to 130 pairs in 2020, their
highest number since the 1970s. These
were not as productive as in 2019, but
nevertheless still fledged 122 young.
A single pair also bred again at Larne
Lough Islands and fledged one young.

There were no breeding pairs at The
Skerries (see below), where two pairs
nested in 2019. This year marked the
end of the five-year EU-funded Roseate
Tern LIFE Recovery Project roseatetern.
org/index.html This partnership project
between the RSPB, North Wales Wildlife
Trust and BirdWatch Ireland focused on
protecting the three remaining roseate
tern colonies in the UK and Ireland, while
restoring five of its historical sites for
potential re-colonisation.
In the absence of wardens, all but a
few Arctic and common terns deserted
The Skerries. It is thought they were
deterred from nesting by the presence
of two peregrines regularly roosting on
the island. There was also a failure of
all 185 pairs breeding common terns
nesting within a predator-exclusion
fence at the Loch of Strathbeg. This is
the first year this has happened since a
fence was first installed prior to the 2014
breeding season.
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Little terns, which invariably require
protection from recreational disturbance,
and particularly from dogs, were fully
monitored. Numbers were the lowest
(120 pairs) since 2016, and considerably
down on the 144 pairs in 2019. The
largest decline was at Langstone
Harbour (from 49 to 22 pairs), while little
terns failed to nest at Minsmere where
10 pairs bred on the Scrape in 2019 and
fledged seven young.
A big success was an increase from
three to 21 pairs at the Point of Ayr on
the Dee Estuary. This was the largest
number recorded there and they fledged
28 young. Elsewhere, productivity was
low, with the remaining 90 pairs only
fledging 22 young (this excludes the nine
pairs on North Uist whose productivity
was not monitored). Langstone Harbour
failed to fledge any young. The cause of
this is likely to have been a storm surge
and the effect of nearby nesting gulls.
At Pagham Harbour a respectable 15
young fledged from 21 pairs.
Sandwich terns were almost fully
monitored, and numbers were slightly
lower than in 2019: 3,533 pairs compared
to 3,800. The 70 pairs that nested at
Minsmere failed to fledge any young,
and the 113 pairs as Langstone Harbour
only fledged 21. The highest breeding
productivity was in the fenced colony
at Pagham Harbour where 175 pairs
fledged 194 young. Swan Island at Larne
Lough,which supported 22 pairs in 2019,
was not surveyed in 2020, and numbers
at Blue Circle Island, also at Larne Lough,
were only estimated.
The main seabird event on Orkney in
2020 was the first ever gannet nest
recorded at Marwick Head. There were
also around 30-40 birds of a mix of ages
loafing on the cliff.
Whilst it was not possible to undertake
the planned survey and monitoring of
gannets at Grassholm, there was a
visit to the island in autumn 2020. This
was for the annual trip to cut free any
fledglings (and some adults) ensnared
in fishing line. This happens because
the birds sometimes pick up fishing
line floating on the surface of the sea,
Wildlife on RSPB nature reserves in 2020
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mistaking it for seaweed and bring it
ashore to add to their nest domes. The
visit happens after most of the gannets
have left the breeding colony for the
winter. This year only 15 birds needed
freeing from a colony of 36,000 pairs.
The good news is that it was the third
year in a row that numbers of birds
needing this type of help has declined.
On Ramsey Island, the number of birds
breeding in the Manx shearwater nest
boxes in 2020 increased to 13 pairs and
nine chicks successfully fledged. There
were only two pairs when they first
nested on the island in 2016.
A Manx Shearwater ringed
as a fledgling on Ramsey
Island in 2015 was found in
the shearwater breeding
colony on Bardsey Island in
2020. This is the first time
a Manx Shearwater ringed
on Ramsey Island has been
recorded elsewhere.

Breeding Manx shearwaters
increased on Ramsey Island.
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Making it happen

Nature needs all of us. Thank to
our staff, volunteers, partners and
supporters we deliver vital conservation
work across our 224 nature reserves.
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To discover more about any RSPB nature reserve go to:

rspb.org.uk/reserves-and-events/reserves-a-z/
dignityfunerals.co.uk

This report is dedicated
to the memory of
Graham Goodall who
sadly passed away in
January 2021. Graham
volunteered to share his
skills and experience
with the RSPB Ecology
team, helping our work on
farmland birds, especially
the turtle dove, which he
cared so much about. It
was a pleasure to spend
time with Graham and the
team has fond memories
of all the wildlife themed
chats. Graham also
shared his photographs
of birds on RSPB nature
reserves and beyond,
including the lapwing
photograph on page 24.
We will continue to do
what we can for the birds
he cared so much about.
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